This paper proposes a new aliasing cancelation algorithm for the transition between non-aliased coding and transform coding with time domain aliasing cancelation (TDAC). It is effectively utilized for unified speech and audio coding (USAC) that was recently standardized by the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG). Since the USAC combines two coding methods with totally different structures, a special processing called forward aliasing cancelation (FAC) is needed at the transition region. Unlike the FAC algorithm embedded in the current standard, the proposed algorithm does not require additional bits to encode aliasing cancelation terms because it appropriately utilizes adjacent decoded samples. Consequently, around 5% of total bits are saved at 16-and 24-kbps operating modes in speech-like signals. The proposed algorithm is sophisticatedly integrated on the decoding module of the USAC common encoder (JAME) for performance verification, which follows the standard process exactly. Both objective and subjective experimental results confirm the feasibility of the proposed algorithm, especially for contents that require a high percentage of mode switching.
Introduction
Unified speech and audio coding (USAC; ISO/IEC 23003-3) standardized in early 2012 shows the best performance for speech, music, and mixed type of input signals [1] . Verification tests confirmed the superiority of quality, especially at low bit rates [2] . In an initial stage of designing the coding structure, it was not possible to acquire high-quality output to all input contents because only a single type of traditional audio or speech coding structure was adopted. The best result could be obtained by simultaneously running two types of codecs: Adaptive Multi-rate Wideband plus (AMR-WB+ [3] ) for speech signals and high-efficiency advanced audio coding (HE-AAC [4] ) for audio signals. In case of encoding signals with mixed characteristics, one of two coding modes is chosen depending on the characteristic of input contents. Although this approach improves the quality of all types of contents, many problems occur at transition frames where mode switching is needed between entirely *Correspondence: hgkang@yonsei.ac.kr School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Yonsei University, Seoul 120-749, South Korea different types of codecs. For example, the segment of perceptually weighted signal encoded by speech codec needs to be smoothly combined with that of the signal encoded by audio codec. Since the characteristic of speech and audio codec is different, however, the overlapped segment between two codecs must not be similar to the input signal. How to determine the encoding mode for the various types of input signal is also important. The problems are mostly solved by adopting novel technologies such as a signal classifier, frequency domain noise shaping (FDNS), and forward aliasing cancelation (FAC) technique [5] .
The FAC algorithm is one of the key technologies in USAC, which enables the successful combination of two different types of codecs, especially at transition frames. To remove the aliasing terms caused by cascading different types of codecs, FAC additionally generates the aliasing cancellation signals, and then they are quantized and transmitted to the decoder. In the earlier version of USAC that had not introduced the FAC technique, the frame boundary of transition frame was variable; thus, a special windowing operation was needed for compensating the aliased signal in the overlap region. Although FAC http://asmp.eurasipjournals.com/content/2014/1/3 somewhat solves the problem, it still requires additional bits.
This paper proposes a new aliasing cancelation algorithm that does not need any additional bits, which uses the decoded signal of the adjacent frames. At first, the algorithm generates the relevant aliasing cancelation part by considering the error that occurred by the encoding mode switching. Then, the output signals are reconstructed by adding the generated aliasing cancelation part to the decoded signal and by normalizing the weight caused by the encoding window. In the overall process, the most important thing is how to obtain the aliasing cancelation part by properly utilizing the adjacent signal.
The aliasing cancelation process of the proposed algorithm is conceptually similar to that of the block switching compensation scheme proposed for low delay advanced audio coding (AAC-LD [6, 7] ). In the literature, the scheme introduced time domain weightings applicable as a post processing in the decoder in order to remove a look-ahead delay inevitable for a window transition from the long window to the short window. This is similarly considered as an aliasing cancellation signal described in this paper. However, its application and the resulting aliasing form are different.
A new aliasing cancelation algorithm is sophisticatedly integrated in the decoding module of the USAC common encoder (JAME) [8] , which has been designed by our team as an open source paradigm. Objective and subjective test results show that the proposed method has comparable quality to the FAC algorithm while saving the bits for encoding the aliasing signal component in the FAC algorithm.
Section 2 describes the overview of USAC techniques and FAC algorithm. In Section 3, the proposed algorithm is explained in detail. In Section 4, experiments and evaluation results are also described.
USAC overview and FAC algorithm

Overview
USAC, recently standardized codec by MPEG, provides high quality for speech, audio and mixed signals even in very low bit rates [2] . Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the encoding process that consists of frequency domain (FD) and time domain (TD) coding modules. At first, the encoding mode is determined by analyzing the spectral information of input signal in the signal classifier block [9] . The FD coder transforms the time domain input signal into frequency spectrum by taking the modified discrete cosine transform (MDCT) [10] , then calculates the perceptual entropy of each frequency band using a psychoacoustic model [11, 12] . The number of allocated bits to each band is determined by considering the distribution of perceptual entropy. In the TD coding module, an input signal is encoded by either algebraic code-excited linear prediction (ACELP) or weighted linear prediction transform coding (wLPT) similar to the AMR-WB+ codec. The wLPT is a modified version of transform coded excitation (TCX) mode that the residuals of LPC filter are encoded in the frequency band using the MDCT method [13] . Note that its quantizer is the same as the one used for the FD coder to keep compatibility and efficiency. Finally, the quantized spectrum is encoded by context adaptive arithmetic coding (CAAC), which has a higher coding efficiency than the Huffman coding [14] .
Forward aliasing cancelation algorithm
Since the USAC consists of two different types of coding methods, it is very important to handle the transition frame where the encoding mode is switched from FD codec to TD codec or vice versa. Note that the MDCT removes the aliasing part of the current frame by combining the signal decoded at the following frame. However, if the encoding mode of the next frame is TD codec, the aliasing term must not be generally canceled. In an initial version of USAC, this problem was solved by discarding the aliased signal and using inconsistent frame length. When the frame length of TD codec is decreased due to aliased signal, the following frame length is increased for synchronizing the starting position of FD codec [15] . Figure 2 describes the synthesis process in the transition frame of an initial version of USAC. The synthesized signals in the overlapped region between wLPT and other coding methods are discarded as given in Figure 2b ,d,f. In case the encoding mode is changed from FD codec to TD codec, the signals decoded by ACELP are windowed to perform an overlap-add processing with the FD output. Since the frame encoded by TD codec starts at the front position of the frame boundary, the starting point of the long frame of FD mode needs to be compensated by decreasing the length, which allows the early start of the TD codec mode. Since the frame size is inconsistent, therefore, a new type of window should be designed [15] .
The forward aliasing cancelation algorithm is proposed to solve the awkward frame structure mentioned above. Figure 3 shows the FAC algorithm [5] . All transitions are made at the same position in each frame boundary. Note that the FAC is needed for the ACELP transition frames given in Figure 3a ,c,d,f. Since the decoded output of ACELP mode cannot cancel out the aliased outputs decoded by FD or wLPT codec modes, the FAC algorithm artificially generates the additional signals for canceling the aliasing component. The generated signals are mixed with the quantization error portion of wLPT or FD coder, and then they are quantized by the adaptive vector quantization (AVQ) tool [9] . The AVQ tool consists of three parts: FAC gain, two codebook indices, and 16 Voronoi extension indices for AVQ refinement. Seven bits are allocated to the FAC gain, and the bits for other indices are variable due to adopting a unary coding. For example at 24 kpbs, around 130 bits per one frame is used to encode the FAC parameters. It corresponds to the 11% of the average frame bits.
Proposed aliasing cancelation algorithm
As is shown in Figure 4 , the FAC algorithm happens to be applied in two different cases depending on the order of coding modules, i.e., whether the transition is made from ACELP to other coding modes (wLPT or FD) or vice versa. The first case given in Figure 4a Figure 5 shows the schematic diagram of the proposed algorithm. As is shown in Figure 5b ,f, the proposed algorithm generates signals for canceling the aliasing components. After aliasing cancelation (AC) signal is added to the aliased output of the decoder, the combined signal becomes unaliased as given in Figure 5c ,g. The signals given in Figure 5d ,h are simply disregarded because the region can be reconstructed by the ACELP output only as already described in Figure 4 .
Hereinafter, we further derive the relationship of the FAC signals (Figure 4b,f) and the aliasing cancelation signals (Figure 5b,f) by utilizing the specific relation between the formulae of MDCT and DCT-IV. Note that the MDCT is a modified form of DCT-IV that is suitable for saving the bits. MDCT spectral coefficient, X M (k), and DCT-IV spectral coefficient, X D (k), are respectively defined as follows [10] :
where N is the frame length. By utilizing the cosine property given in Equation 3, the MDCT spectral coefficient can be represented by the form of DCT-IV: Since the DCT-IV should be invertible, we know that the folded signals are the aliased parts generated by taking an inverse MDCT [16] . Two parts of the folded signals are 
Equation 5 is reformulated as
where R depicts an 
Practically, windowing is introduced to remove the side-lobe artifacts. By introducing the windowing to Equation 7 , the first and second folded signals can be expressed as
where the operator '•' denotes the Hadamard product [17] and W k depicts a (1 × N 2 ) window matrix:
The window matrix, W k , must be symmetric and satisfy the Princen-Bradley condition for perfect reconstruction [10] :
Note that the aliased signals in the overlap region of Figures 4 and 5 are equivalent to the folded signals through the analysis of MDCT transform as is given in Equation 9 . Therefore, the time signals in the overlapped regions can be synthesized perfectly using the aliasing cancelation terms and windowing property. FAC signals in Figure 4b ,f are respectively defined as
We can obtain the dummy signals in Figure 4d ,h by
Note that there is no difference between dummy signals and adjacent ACELP signals if they have the same quantization error or do not have any quantization error. The synthesized signals in Figure 4c ,g are calculated as follows:
Actually, the aliasing parts in Equation 9 are −A 0 • W 0 and −A 3 • W 3 . As previously mentioned in Figure 5 , it is clear that outputs are perfectly synthesized if these terms are removed. The new algorithm generates the aliasing cancelation terms from the adjacent ACELP signals such as
Theoretically, if there is no quantization error, the FAC algorithm and new aliasing cancelation algorithm are able to perfectly reconstruct the original signal in the transition frame. Practically, since the quantization error is generated by several passes of non-linear filters in the time and frequency domain, it is very difficult to mathematically model the impact of the error. However, it is clear that the FAC method has a quantization error in the frequency domain, while the proposed algorithm includes the error caused by ACELP encoding and inverse windowing. Accordingly, the amount of quantization error can be evaluated and compared by measuring signalto-noise ratio (SNR) values. As will be shown from the experimental results given in the next section, there is no difference between the proposed and the conventional FAC algorithm. Subjective listening test also confirms the result.
Performance evaluation
Simulation setup and implementation
To verify the performance of the proposed algorithm, the USAC common encoder (JAME) is used as a baseline. The JAME developed by ourselves is officially released by MPEG as an open source [8] , and its decoder module generates the bit-exact output set by the standardization process. In the recent verification test [18] , the JAME encoder shows significantly better quality than the reference model encoder (RME) and comparable quality to the state-ofthe-art reference quality encoder (RQE). Since the RQE is not publicly available, the JAME is a good baseline system for implementing the proposed algorithm. Table 1 summarizes the 15 test items used for the USAC standardization process, which are selected for performance evaluation in this paper. Both objective and subjective tests are performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. Note that USAC is designed to have a capability of dynamic bit allocation in each frame. Therefore, the achieved average bit rate of each test item in each operating mode needs to be measured. Two methods are implemented for evaluation. First is the conventional method using FAC algorithm (Conv.), and second is the proposed method using new aliasing cancelation algorithm (Prop. -B). Table 2 shows the actual achieved bit rates of two methods in operating modes of 12, 16, and 24 kbps. The bit rates of the proposed algorithm (Prop.-B) are much less than those of the conventional algorithm (Conv.) because it does not need bits for encoding FAC signal. As shown in Table 2 , we attached the symbol (-B) into the label of the proposed output (Prop.-B) for emphasizing not to use additional bits. Figure 6 shows an example of speech spectrogram that includes mode transition frames. If there is no aliasing cancelation algorithm, the output has severe distortion as shown in Figure 6d . Since the distortion is spread out to all frequency bands, it is heard as strong click noise. These perceptually annoying noises exist more frequently in speech and mixed signals because more transition frames occur in the contents. To clarify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, the signal-tonoise ratio is measured at 12-, 16-, and 24-kbps operating modes. Table 3 summarizes the results. The SNR of the proposed algorithm (Prop.-B) is similar to that of the FAC algorithm (Conv.). Note that the proposed method does not need any additional bits compared to FAC algorithm; thus, the transmitted bits for encoding FAC frames can be saved. To measure the number of bits to be saved, the FAC frame rate is computed in each test item and each category. The FAC frame rate, α, is calculated as
Objective test
where N fac is the number of FAC frames, and N is the number of total frames. The FAC bit ratio, β, is obtained as
where B i,fac is the FAC bits for ith frame andB is the number of total bits. Figures 7 and 8 depict the results. The FAC frame rate at the 12-kbps operating mode is lower than those at the 16-and 24-kbps operating modes because the allocated bits for the FAC frame are insufficient. Since music contents generally do not use the ACELP coding mode, it hardly has any FAC frame. On the contrary, FAC rates of speech at 16-and 24-kbps operating modes are around 50%. In case of mixed signal, the speech-dominant content has many FAC frames. The FAC bit ratio of the speech-like signals at 16-and 24-kbps operating modes are over 5%. The rate at the 12-kbps operating mode is lower than others due to the insufficient amount of available bits. 
Subjective test
Through the measurement of SNR and FAC bit ratio, it shows that the proposed algorithm has comparable performance to the USAC standard while it does not need any additional bits for FAC frames as given in Table 2 . To verify the performance in terms of perceptual quality, listening tests are performed. Table 4 summarizes the test environment. Eight trained listeners participated in the Multiple Stimuli with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) [19] test for the contents encoded and decoded at 12-, 16-, and 24-kbps operating modes. Results given in Figure 9 denote mean values and 95% confidence levels of test scores, and they used the same achieved bit rates given by Table 2 .
The synthesized signal using the proposed algorithm (Prop.-B) has comparable performance to the FAC algorithm (Conv.). Note again that the proposed method does not need additional bits to remove the aliasing term as we have explained before.
Conclusions
Although the FAC algorithm solves the switching problem caused by combining two heterogeneous types of coders, i.e., time domain coder and frequency domain coder, it needs additional bits to cancel out the aliasing components at every transition frame. The proposed new aliasing cancelation algorithm does not need additional bits because it efficiently utilizes decoded signals in the adjacent frames. The proposed algorithm is sophisticatedly integrated into the recently released open-source platform. In case of speech-like signals, it saves over 5% of the total bits compared with the conventional FAC algorithm. Both subjective listening tests and objective tests confirmed that the proposed algorithm showed comparable quality to the conventional FAC algorithm, but it does not require any additional bits for FAC encoding.
